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Abstract 

Gradient microstructure generated by SMAT (Surface Mechanical Attrition Treatment) has beneficial 

effects for treated mechanical components, such as improved fatigue behaviour and tensile yield 

stress. Little effort has been devoted to characterize the local properties of each region in the 

gradient microstructure generated by SMAT. In this paper, the gradient microstructure was first 

highlighted by microscopic observation using Electron Back-Scatter Diffraction (EBSD). 

Nanoindentation was used to characterize the loading-unloading behaviour at different depths 

beneath the treated surface. All the indentation patterns were observed using Atomic Force 

Microscopy (AFM) and a pile-up phenomenon was detected. The nanoindentation results were 

analysed taking into account this pile-up effect on the dimension of the imprints. The results reveal 

that grain refinement plays a dominant role on the hardness values, while the effect of residual 

stress is less significant. In addition, correcting the indentation contact area appears to be necessary 

in the near surface region which is strongly affected by SMAT. 
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1. Introduction 

Mechanical surface treatments are increasingly used to enhance the life of engineering parts by 

altering the near-surface microstructure and consequently the mechanical properties of materials. 

These techniques, such as shot peening [1,2], deep rolling [3,4] or micro-percussion [5], are based on 

contact loadings and can create significant plastic deformation in the near surface region [6]. As a 

result, a compressive residual stress field along with a work hardened region is generated after 

treatment, which is generally beneficial to enhance fatigue properties of materials including crack 

initiation and propagation [7].  

Surface Mechanical Attrition Treatment (SMAT) is one of the most promising mechanical surface 

treatment techniques. It is based on repetitive multi-directional impacts between the surface of a 

part and spherical shot boosted by an ultrasonic vibrating sonotrode [8,9]. The near surface region is 

mechanically affected by impact loadings. This can lead to a progressive grain size refinement due to 

severe plastic deformation, whereas the bulk of the part is not mechanically deformed and its 

characteristics as well as its mechanical properties remain unchanged. A gradient microstructure is 

thus formed from the treated surface to the inner region of the material [10–13]. The particularity of 

SMAT with respect to conventional shot peening lies in the fact that it can transform the top surface 

layer of materials from coarse grains to nano-sized grains [8,9]. This nanostructured layer, even if it is 
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generally thin [14], could have significant effect on the performance of materials, since engineering 

components are mostly loaded on their surface, for example in the case of friction, bending, torsion 

or contact loadings. 

The gradient microstructure induced by SMAT can be roughly divided into three areas: the core 

material region which is not affected by the treatment, the transition region and the nanocrystalline 

layer which is located at the top surface. The beneficial effects owing to the gradient microstructure 

generated by SMAT have been investigated in previous studies [12, 13, 15]. Nevertheless, emphasis 

was mainly placed on the global properties of the gradient microstructure and little effort has been 

devoted to investigate the individual properties of each layer. For instance, Zhou et al. [13] 

investigated the influence of SMAT on fatigue behaviour of 316L stainless steel. It was concluded that 

the gradient microstructure enhanced the fatigue strength of the treated material. The beneficial 

effects of gradient microstructure have also been observed in terms of improving the tensile strength 

of SMAT-processed 316L stainless steel [15]. In fact, when a mechanical component is subjected to 

SMAT, grain refinement, superficial compressive residual stresses and strain hardening are 

simultaneously introduced as a result of severe plastic deformation. These three factors co-exist 

along the cross-section of the treated part and all vary according to the distance to the treated 

surface. Therefore, the enhanced properties of the gradient microstructure are due to the combined 

effects of these SMAT-induced parameters.  

To better understand the beneficial effects of the gradient microstructure, it would be valuable to 

characterize the mechanical behaviour at different depths in relation to the SMAT-processed surface, 

such as the nanostructured layer and the mechanically deformed region. Characterization of the local 

mechanical behaviour of the nanostructured layer is difficult, given its very small thickness (from 

several microns to tens of microns, depending on the treatment intensity). In the literature, 

nanoindentation technique was widely used to study the local mechanical behaviour of materials at 

micro- or nano-scale, such as thin films [16–20] or multi-phased materials [21–23]. Hence, 

nanoindentation provides access to individual characterization of different layers in the gradient 

microstructure. The local mechanical properties of each layer could be derived according to its 

indentation behaviour, such as the maximum load, final displacement during unloading and residual 

indentation imprint [24–26]. For instance, Gale et al. [27] investigated the nanoindentation 

behaviour of SMAT-processed copper with varied indentation load. Their results showed that 

indentation behaviours, such as indentation depth and pile-up height, were different for SMAT-

affected region and the bulk region. 

In this work, the local mechanical behaviour of gradient microstructure of 316L stainless steel 

generated by SMAT was investigated using nanoindentation technique. First, the gradient 

microstructure of the material was highlighted using Electron BackScatter Diffraction (EBSD). Then, 

nanoindentation tests were performed at different distances from the treated surface. Maximum 

load, hardness and pile-up behaviour were studied as function of the distance beneath the treated 

surface. The residual indentation imprints were then observed using Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) 

in order to analyse pile-up or sink-in phenomenon that could occur as a function of distance to the 

SMAT-processed surface. The indentation behaviour of different layers, along with EBSD and AFM 

observations, were analysed to interpret the local properties of the SMAT-processed material with 

gradient microstructure. 
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2. Material and experimental procedure  

2.1. Material and SMAT 

The material investigated in this work is a biomedical grade 316L stainless steel. Tab. 1 gives 

information about the chemical composition of this alloy. SMAT is based on the projection of metallic 

spherical shot (3 mm diameter) towards the surface of a part due to a  high frequency (20 kHz) 

ultrasonic vibrating sonotrode. In this study, a dumbbell shape specimen was treated by SMAT. Its 

gauge length is 12 mm with a diameter of 6 mm. SMAT was performed so as to cover the entire 

gauge length of the specimen. Concerning the SMAT conditions, the specimen was subjected to a 

treatment of 15 minutes with a generator power of 30%, followed by a treatment of 5 minutes with a 

generator power of 50%.  

 

Table 1. Chemical composition (wt.%) of the studied 316L stainless steel. 

Fe C Mn Si P S Cr Ni Mo Cu N Ti V 

Balance 0.013 1.7 0.26 0.017 0.003 17.37 14.52 2.80 0.08 0.088 <0.005 0.07 

 

2.2. Microstructure observation using EBSD 

EBSD was used to observe the microstructure on the cross-section of the specimen processed by 

SMAT. For this purpose, an EBSD sample was prepared by transversely cutting the central part of the 

SMAT-processed dumbbell shape specimen. This EBSD sample was then molded, mechanically 

ground, polished to a mirror-like finish and finally polished with an OPS solution. The EBSD 

observation was performed using a scanning electron microscope FEG-SEM SUPRA 55 VP operating 

at 20 kV equipped with the OIM™ software system.  

2.3. Nanoindentation tests 

The nanoindentation tests were carried out with a NanoIndenter XPTM at room temperature (former 

MTS, now KLA-Tencor, San José, CA), fitted with a Berkovich indenter. The maximum displacement 

into the sample was 500 nm with a strain rate of 0.05 s-1 and the distance between any two 

neighbouring indents was at least 15 µm. This distance was chosen to avoid possible influence of 

stress field caused by the neighbouring indentation [28]. A number of distances ranging from 5 to 

1000 µm below the treated surface were chosen in order to investigate the gradient properties. 

       2.4 Observation of indentation imprint using AFM 

The three-dimensional shape (topography) of the residual indentation patterns were measured using 

an Atomic Force Microscopy (Bruker ICON). The observations were conducted in peak force mode 

with a silicon probe (model: scanasyst-air). For each indentation imprint, a scanning cartography of 

10 µm x 10 µm was completed. The acquired data were post-treated using the software NanoScope 

Analysis 1.8 to detect possible pile-up or sink-in phenomenon.  

3. Results and discussion 

       3.1 Gradient microstructure generated by SMAT 
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Fig. 1 shows the results of the EBSD observation performed on the cross-section of the SMAT-

processed specimen. Globally, a microstructure gradient can be observed in the SMAT affected 

region. Three different regions can be roughly distinguished. They are respectively the 

nanostructured layer (the thickness of this region is thin), the SMAT unaffected inner region, and the 

transition region between the two previous ones. The nanostructured layer corresponds to a refined 

layer with a grain size ranging from 50 nm to 300 nm (Fig. 1c). This grain refinement is due to the 

multi-directional severe plastic deformation induced by the impingement of the flying shot [9]. 

According to Fig. 1c, the thickness of the nanostructured layer is about 5 µm and small grains are well 

formed due to high SMAT intensity. Underneath this nanostructured layer is the work hardened 

region. The grain size in this region varies in a larger interval (from 300 nm to several microns) [12]. 

As a matter of fact, the initial coarse grains are split by plastic slips activated by the multi-directional 

impacts of shot during SMAT and the colour (which gives information about grain orientation) in 

each grain is no longer uniform (Fig. 1b). New boundaries separating different coloured blocks could 

be detected. Hence, grain refinement occurred consequently. The extent to which these grains are 

refined depends on the corresponding SMAT intensity. In the bulk of the sample (far away from the 

treated surface), the material was not affected by SMAT because the grains do not look deformed 

and no plastic slip traces can be observed. In addition, a large fraction of twins can be detected in 

this region of the as-received state (Fig. 1a), which was probably formed during the material’s initial 

processing. The average grain size in the inner region is about 10 µm which also corresponds to the 

initial grain size of the SMAT affected region. It can also be revealed that grain refinement is 

significant down to a depth of about 100 μm according the EBSD observations. 

 

Figure 1 – Microstructure observation on the cross-section of a SMAT-processed specimen: (a) inner 

region (non-affected by SMAT), (b) mechanically deformed region (transition region), (c) 

nanostructured layer. 

     3.2 Gradient properties highlighted by nanoindentation 

After the EBSD observations, a series of indentation tests was conducted along the cross-section of 

the SMAT-processed sample, and load-displacement curves were subsequently obtained. The 

corresponding results were plotted in Fig. 2 for different distances beneath the treated surface. A 

complete nanoindentation test consists of a loading part and an unloading part. Both reveal 

important information about the properties of the indented material, such as local strength and sign 

of the residual stress [24, 25, 29]. Local strength can be quantified by maximum indentation loads 

which are shown in Fig. 3a. The maximum load in the nanocrystalline region is about 30 mN which is 
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about twice higher compared to the bulk which is not affected by SMAT. The maximum indentation 

load is stabilized at a depth of about 550 μm below the treated surface. This indicates that the depth 

affected by SMAT is at least 550 μm. Three factors induced by SMAT (grain refinement, compressive 

residual stress and strain hardening, respectively) contribute to higher indentation load. In this work, 

efforts have been made to attempt to distinguish individually the influence of each of these three 

factors.  

Firstly, it should be clarified that when SMAT intensity is high, three major changes, such as grain 

refinement, superficial compressive residual stress and strain hardening, are significantly induced, as 

compared to the non-affected region. While SMAT intensity is low and no grain refinement takes 

place, the material is merely slightly work hardened with limited amount of compressive residual 

stress. Therefore, it would be a real challenge to understand individually their roles with regard to 

their contributions to higher local strength in the strongly affected regions. In the literature, 

systematic studies were conducted to investigate the influence of residual stress on nanoindentation 

load [24-26, 30-32]. For example, Zhu et al. [31] performed nanoindentation (penetration depth of 

700 nm) on single crystal copper with different residual stress states. The magnitude of the residual 

stress ranged from -137.4 MPa to 68.4 MPa. Their results showed that the influence of residual stress 

on indentation load is in the range of a few µN, which was negligible compared to the magnitude of 

the maximum load (several mN). Bolshakov et al. [26] used finite element method to study the 

behaviour of 8009 aluminium alloy during indentation to investigate how the indentation process 

was influenced by residual stress. The residual stress ranged from -300 MPa to +350 MPa for a series 

of simulations. The results showed that the maximum indentation load increased by about 1 mN for 

simulation with residual stress of -300 MPa. Similar results were found by Mady [32] for ceramic 

films simulated using finite element method. For a compressive residual stress of -5 GPa, the 

maximum load increased by only 2 mN as compared to stress-free state. In fact, when the imposed 

load exceeds the yield strength of the material (as it is the case during nanoindentation), residual 

stress has small effects because the elastic misfit strains are small and soon washed out by plasticity 

[33]. 

In our case, the studied material is a 316L stainless steel with a higher Young’s modulus and hardness 

compared to copper and aluminium. According to our previous work, the compressive residual stress 

generated by SMAT is about -450 MPa in the strongly affected region [13]. Based on the above 

discussion, compressive residual stresses are not assumed to be a major factor which contributes to 

higher local strength. In the present paper, grain refinement is considered to be the main factor for 

higher local strength, as suggested by the Hall-Petch law. This issue will be addressed in details later 

in this paper (Section 3.3).
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Figure 2 – Force-displacement curves of indentations at different distances below the treated surface. 

Besides the loading part, the unloading curve of nanoindentation also gives important information 

about the indented material, such as contact stiffness and sign/magnitude of residual stress [25, 34]. 

For instance, the ratio between the final displacement and the maximum displacement, hf/hmax could 

be correlated to residual stress and pile-up behaviour of the studied material [25, 29, 31, 35 ]. Xu et 

al. [29] established an empirical model based on finite element simulations for residual stress 

determination from the elastic recovery (hf/hmax) of nanoindentation. The empirical model has been 

used to derive the plastic properties and to estimate the residual stress of the mechanically polished 

fused quartz beam. Unfortunately, this method could not be applied to our case because most of the 

experiments conducted in the literature do not take into account a variation of the grain size. For a 

SMAT-processed sample, grain size refinement induces an additional changing parameter, grain size 

d, which makes the interpretation of indentation measurements challenging. Hence, the ratio of 

hf/hmax for the present experiments could not be directly correlated to superficial compressive 

residual stresses. The ratios of hf/hmax for the indentations performed along the cross-section of the 

SMAT-processed sample are illustrated in Fig. 3b. It can be noticed that the elastic recovery is larger 

in the near treated surface while almost no elastic recovery can be found in the bulk  of the sample 

which is not affected by SMAT. It is concluded previously that residual stresses do not have a 

significant influence on the load-displacement curves of nanoindentation [26, 31–33]. Therefore, the 

variation of elastic recovery for our experiments can be attributed to different local yield strengths 

along the cross-section of the sample. In fact, the local yield strength in the strongly-affected region 

is increased as a result of strain hardening and grain refinement phenomena, which in turn 

contribute to larger elastic recovery during unloading [36]. The ratio of hf/hmax can also be correlated 

to pile-up amount. It was reported that pile-up amount is large when hf/hmax is very close to 1 and 

the degree of work hardening is small [25, 26]. This observation is consistent with our experimental 

results. Pile-up phenomenon was investigated in the SMAT-affected region, which will be discussed 

in detail in Section 3.3. 
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Figure 3 – (a) Maximum loads for indentations performed along the cross-section of the SMAT-

processed sample, (b) Corresponding  hf/hmax ratios. 

The corresponding hardness measured along the cross-section of SMAT-processed and untreated 

samples is given in Fig. 4. For the SMAT-processed sample, the hardness is the highest in the 

nanocrystalline region with a value of about 5.06 GPa while this value is about 2.60 GPa for the non-

affected bulk of the material. The hardness decreases with the distance along the cross-section and is 

stabilized at a depth of about 550 µm, which is consistent with the result of the maximum load 

presented above. For the untreated sample, the hardness is also slightly higher near the sample 

surface. This could be mainly attributed to the work hardening unintentionally induced during 

machining. The value of hardness stabilizes at a depth of about 150 µm which could correspond to 

the depth affected by machining. 

Grain refinement effect, compressive residual stress and strain hardening all contribute to higher 

measured value of hardness. A major challenge would be to distinguish the influence of each factor 

individually. Note that hardness is calculated by dividing the indentation load by the contact area. On 

the one hand, it was previously assumed that compressive residual stresses do not have a 

pronounced effect on the indentation load [26, 31–33]. On the other hand, pile-up phenomenon is 

detected in the SMAT-affected region, which caused errors in the contact area. In the following 

section, the pile-up behaviour of SMAT-processed material will first be discussed and the values of 

hardness will be corrected taking into account the pile-up phenomenon. Then, the corrected 

hardness will be plotted as a function of the inverse of grain size square root (Hall-Petch law). In the 

end, a detailed discussion is dedicated to the individual contributions of grain refinement and strain 

hardening phenomena to higher hardness. 
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Figure 4 – Hardness measured along the cross-section of SMAT-processed and untreated samples. 

 

     3.3 Pile-up behaviour of SMAT-processed material 

For an indentation into an elastic material, the surface of the material is typically drawn inwards and 

downwards underneath the indenter and sinking-in occurs. When the contact involves plastic 

deformation, the material may either sink in, or pile up around the indenter. This depends on the 

ratio E/Y (elastic modulus/yield stress) and the strain-hardening properties of the material [25]. For 

316L stainless steel usually with a high strain hardening exponent and a high ratio of E/Y, sink-in 

phenomenon is expected, as illustrated in Fig. 5b in which AFM measurements were performed on 

an indentation imprint located at 800 µm below the treated surface. For this region far from the 

treated surface, the local microstructure and mechanical properties were not affected by SMAT. 

However, for the regions affected by SMAT, the local microstructure and mechanical properties, such 

as grain size, local yield stress and work hardening exponent [36], change accordingly. As a 

consequence, pile-up occurred in the SMAT-affected regions, as shown in Fig. 5a for an indentation 

imprint obtained at 50 µm below the treated surface. 

Pile-up behaviour during nanoindentation has been a popular research topic and it can be correlated 

to material’s strain hardening exponent, residual stress states, ratio of E/Y [25, 26, 30, 32, 35, 37]. 

The main parameter that affects the pile-up behaviour is the strain hardening properties of materials 

[24, 27, 32]. For materials with low strain-hardening, pile-up tends to occur while for materials that 

exhibit high strain-hardening (316L stainless steel, for instance), sink-in is expected. Moreover, 

residual stresses are also reported to have an influence on the pile-up behaviour. In the literature, 

many studies concluded that compressive residual stress increases the amount of pile-up while 

tensile residual stress has the opposite effect [25, 31, 32]. 
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Figure 5 –  AFM measurements of indentation imprints (a) located at 50 µm below the treated 

surface,  (b) located at 800 µm below the treated surface, respectively. 

 

Pile-up behaviour can be quantified by pile-up height [24, 27] or pile-up width [37] depending on the 

developed method. It is generally accepted that pile-up increases the contact area between the 

material and the indenter, systematically leading to an erroneous contact area and consequently to 

an overestimation of the values of hardness and indentation modulus [26, 38]. In this work, a 

modified model based on the semi-ellipse model of Kese [37] was used in order to evaluate the true 

contact area affected by pile-up. Fig. 6 gives two examples of AFM 2D data of indentation imprints 

located at 20 µm and 100 µm below the treated surface respectively. It can be noted that the pile-up 

shapes and distribution around the three indentation edges are irregular. This phenomenon is 

different from that observed in the studies presented in the literature [27, 37] where the pile-up 

behaviour was more regular and was rather evenly distributed along the entire indentation edges. 

This difference may be attributed to the gradient microstructure generated by SMAT. In the 

literature, the studied materials often have a fixed average grain size and a given residual stress state 

throughout the sample. Nevertheless, for the SMAT-processed 316L stainless steel used in this work, 

a gradient microstructure is generated with a microstructure and mechanical properties varying 

according to the distance beneath the treated surface. This inhomogeneous microstructure probably 

leads to irregular pile-up shapes and distribution. In addition, grain orientations were reported to 

have an influence on the pile-up behaviour [38, 39]. Therefore, the semi-ellipse model of Kese cannot 

be directly applied for the evaluation of the true contact area in our case of SMAT-processed 

material.  
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Figure 6 –   AFM 2D data of indentation imprints (a) located at 20 µm below the treated surface, and 

(b) located at 100 µm below the treated surface. 

Fig. 7a illustrates the semi-ellipse model of Kese [37] in which the pile-up is assumed to occur along 

the entire indentation edges. Therefore, the additional increased contact area due to pile-up would 

be the sum of the three projected areas of pile-up, namely the sum of three semi-ellipses, shown in 

Fig. 7a. The pile-up length b is considered to be constant and only the pile-up width, a, varies. 

Nevertheless, in the case of the 316L stainless steel studied in this work, the pile-up shapes and 

distributions are irregular, leading to varied pile-up length and width. Therefore, the additional 

increased contact area Apu should be calculated with individual pile-up length and pile-up width 

measured with AFM, as demonstrated in Fig. 7b. In this work, the pile-up length, width and height (bi, 

ai, hi where i=1,2,3) for each indentation imprint were measured. It should be mentioned that the 

indentation pattern is a triangle with three edges. Pile-up parameters (length, width and height) of 

the three indentation edges were measured simultaneously. 

 

Figure 7 – (a) Ideal semi-elliptical pile-up projected contact area [37], (b) Real pile-up projected 

contact area of SMAT-processed 316L stainless steel adopted in this work. 
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While the additional increased contact area due to pile-up can be calculated by pile-up length and 

width, the pile-up height is another crucial parameter to quantify pile-up behaviour. For our 

experiments, the pile-up height was measured for the three sides of each triangle indentation 

imprint and the average value was calculated subsequently. The corresponding results are shown in 

Fig. 8. It can be observed that the pile-up height is almost constant for indentations located at the 

near surface region until a depth of 100 µm. It decreases dramatically for indentations located at 300 

µm below the treated surface. The pile-up phenomenon seems to disappear at a depth of about 500 

µm below the surface. This indicates that the depth affected by SMAT is at least 500 µm, which is 

consistent with the results of hardness shown above. Higher values of pile-up height for indentations 

near the treated surface (up to a depth of 100 µm) could be related to the effect of severe grain 

refinement induced by SMAT according to the previous results of EBSD observations. Moreover, the 

multilayer macroscopic model of SMAT-processed 316L stainless steel of Petit et al. [36] showed that 

grain refinement was associated with a decrease in strain hardening exponent and an increase of 

yield stress. It was previously concluded that strain hardening exponent, n, is a major factor that 

results in pile-up phenomenon [25, 27, 32]. Severe grain refinement near the treated surface 

provides the explanation for high values of pile-up height in this region as a consequence of low 

strain hardening exponent. When the SMAT intensity is low and no significant grain refinement 

occurs, the strain hardening exponent does not significantly change, which leads to lower value of 

pile-up height. This is the case of indentation performed at a depth of 300 µm below the treated 

surface, where a significant decrease of pile-up height value is observed. Another secondary factor 

that can increase the pile-up height is compressive residual stress according to the literature [24-26, 

30-32]. Numerous studies have been dedicated to quantify the influence of residual stress on pile-up 

height. For instance, Bolshakov et al. [26] used finite element method to study the relation between 

pile-up height and the residual stress for an 8009 aluminium alloy. It turned out that pile-up value for 

simulation with a residual stress magnitude of -300 MPa increased by about 20 nm, as compared to 

stress-free state. The studies of Zhu et al. [24] have led to similar conclusion for a 1045 steel. Pile-up 

height has also a straightforward link with the indentation load. It was demonstrated that pile-up 

height increases with increasing indentation load [27]. Gale et al. [27] studied the pile-up behaviour 

of SMAT-processed copper. The results revealed that pile-up height has a linear relation with 

indentation load. However, the relation between pile-up height and indentation load is out of the 

scope of this paper. 

The residual stress profile measured along the cross-section of SMAT-processed sample (the same 

SMAT conditions as our case) presented by Zhou et al. [13] showed that the magnitude of 

compressive residual stress in the strongly affected region (down to a depth of 150 µm) was in the 

range of -350 MPa to -450 MPa. Based on the above discussion, the influence of these compressive 

residual stresses on pile-up height can be qualitatively estimated to be tens of nanometers. Despite 

the efforts, it is almost impossible to quantify the influence of residual stress in SMAT-processed 

316L stainless steel as grain refinement effect and compressive residual stress in the affected region 

are strongly coupled and both vary according to the distance from the treated surface. 
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Figure 8 –  Average pile-up height for indentations along the cross-section of the SMAT-processed 

sample. 

A modified method based on the semi-ellipse model of Kese [37] was used to evaluate the true 

contact area using the AFM data (pile-up length and pile-up width), as discussed previously. The 

corrected true contact area are plotted in comparison with the original one, as shown in Fig. 9a. The 

corresponding results of hardness before and after correction are also shown in Fig. 9b. With pile-up 

taken into account, the real contact area should be A=AO-P+Apu where AO-P is the original contact area 

calculated by standard Oliver-Pharr method and Apu is the sum of the projected areas of three pile-

ups around the indentation imprint edges. The new contact area is subsequently used to recalculate 

the hardness. A decrease in hardness can be observed (Fig. 9b). For instance, the original hardness 

for the nanocrystalline region is about 5.03 GPa while this value is decreased to 4.20 GPa when 

corrected with the new contact area. It should be stressed out that several methods exist to account 

for the true contact area in the case of pile-up [24, 25, 27, 37], but each method is restricted to a 

specific studied material or to a certain loading range. It is possible that our modified method might 

not precisely quantify the irregular pile-up amount. It will therefore be interesting to find a method 

to more accurately correct pile-ups for SMAT-processed materials in future work. Although it was 

generally concluded in the literature that pile-up correction is necessary for the sake of accuracy [24, 

25, 27, 37], the necessity of its correction might be questioned by some. For instance, the pile-up 

formation around the indenter tip may not bear the load the way a material beneath the free surface 

would bear. 
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Figure 9 – (a) Original contact area using standard Oliver-Pharr method compared to corrected 

contact area using a modified method, (b) Corresponding hardness results before and after 

correction. 

 

In Section 3.1, the distribution of grain size along the cross-section of SMAT-processed sample is 

highlighted according to EBSD observations. It could be concluded that grain refinement is severe 

down to a depth of about 100 µm. The evolution of the hardness values (before and after correction) 

at depths between 5 and 100 µm below the treated surface according to the inverse of the square 

root grain size (√�
��

) is shown in Fig. 10. The corresponding Hall-Petch coefficient K for the 

corrected hardness can then be determined and is about 251.5 ��� ∗ 	
�/�. Experimentally, the 

value of K could vary depending on several factors such as strain levels, temperature and 

history/preparation of the sample [40, 41]. To be able to compare the results of this study with those 

of the literature, it is important to note that the strain distribution under a pyramidal indenter is not 

uniformed. The concept of representative strain, εr, gives an overall estimation of the average strain 

level during a nanoindentation test. Tabor [41] estimated theoretically and experimentally that this 

value is about 8% for Vickers indenter. This value was extended to Berkovich tip. Kashyap et al. [42] 

investigated the Hall-Petch coefficient K of tensile specimens of 316L stainless steel (grain size: 3.1 

µm to 86.7 µm) at different strain levels and temperatures. Their results showed that the value of the 

K coefficient at room temperature (24°C) and at a 8% strain level was about 280 ��� ∗ 	
�/�, which 

is very close to the value obtained in this work. This may indicate that the corrected hardness agrees 

well with the Hall-Petch law and that grain refinement effect could be the major factor that leads to 

higher local strength for SMAT-processed materials. On the basis of this conclusion, the contribution 

of strain hardening to the local yield strength can be assumed less significant in an indirect manner. 

This is mainly due to the fact that strain hardening is difficult to be individually and quantitatively 

characterized by experimental methods [43].  
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Figure 10 – Hardness values before and after pile-up correction plotted as function of the inverse of 

grain size square root. 

 

 

 

4. Conclusion 

In this work, the mechanical properties at different depths in the gradient microstructure of a 316L 

stainless steel generated by SMAT were studied with nanoindentation technique. The results of 

indentation tests were analysed by combining the observation of microstructure using EBSD and that 

of indentation imprint using AFM. The following conclusions can be drawn: 

1) EBSD observation revealed that the thickness of the well formed nanostructured layer is 

about 5 μm and the corresponding grain size in this layer ranges from 50 to 300 nm. Grain 

refinement effect is severe within a depth around 100 μm beneath the treated surface. 

2) Grain refinement seems to be the major factor that results in higher hardness in the strongly-

affected region. 

3) Severe grain refinement in the near treated surface is associated with a decrease in strain 

hardening exponent. Pile-up phenomenon is observed in the SMAT-affected region due to 

low strain hardening exponent. A modified model was applied to evaluate the 

nanoindentation true contact area by taking into account pile-up phenomenon. The values of 

hardness recalculated with corrected contact area were found to slightly decrease. 
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